
In the highly competitive world of auto lending 
and financing, making the right credit decision 
as quickly as possible is key to growth. For auto 
lenders, manual loan origination and risk decisioning 
processes can’t deliver real-time approvals and 
pricing options, which is critical for customer 
satisfaction and brand loyalty. Provenir allows you 
to innovate faster with our Cloud Suite, enabling 
real-time data, automated risk decisioning and 
advanced analytics so you can efficiently manage 
the entire auto lending and financing process.

Capable of supporting any lending requirements, scaled to any size, Provenir drives a better 
consumer experience with simplified data integration, smarter decisioning and real-time 
analytics and insights to power rapid innovation. Replace labor-intensive, manual processes with 
instantaneous credit decisions and real-time approvals tailored to each individual customer’s 
needs. With user-friendly configuration tools and drag and drop functionality, we enable you to 
create and modify workflows and decisioning rules with ease, powering outstanding customer 
experiences that are agile, efficient and compliant. Beyond data integration and decisioning, 
Provenir offers real-time views of your decisioning performance, uncovering actionable insights 
and opportunities so you can pivot faster and rapidly deploy changes.

“

• 
Delight your customers with automated processing for all their auto lending requests. 
Provenir recommends the next best action for each customer, including yes, no or referral to 
a credit specialist for further analysis, with loan decisions available in under a second.

• 
Efficiently predict risk for each loan request. Provenir automatically aggregates and 
enriches data, and then applies the right risk model developed in virtually any tool to the 
decisioning process. 

• 
Reduce compliance costs with orchestrated KYC and AML processes that automate data 
gathering and standardization, identify verification, due diligence and decisioning.  



• Find data partners and test data
across decisioning processes, with
simple integrations on a single API.

• Reduce time and costs with
integrated origination and credit
decisioning that automatically
determines risk level and
recommends next best action.

• Capture the dealer business with
a one-stop portal for calculating
multiple scenarios to determine the
best opportunity.

• Reduce risk with automated
decisioning that recommends
specific conditions and pricing for
each customer and loan.

• Improve compliance with risk models
operationalized in decisioning
processes; make smarter decisions,
faster.

• Achieve greater agility with
business-friendly configuration tools
to create and change processes.

• Manage demand with autoscaling
and pivot to new business lines
with our no-code technology that
supports rapid innovation.

• Improve data models with real-time
insights and analytics, enhancing
model performance and accuracy.

The Provenir Cloud Suite solutions for auto lending and 
financing put the power of change back into your hands. 
Innovative, user-focused tools empower business users 
and IT to quickly build efficient, customer-focused 
lending processes. Real-time data allows you to identify 
growth opportunities, pivot to new business lines and 
respond faster to market trends.

• 

• 

• 

• 

Integrate data from virtually any data source with 
pre-built adaptors for quick and easy integration. 
Use one single API to connect to numerous data 
types, including credit, fraud, open banking and 
alternative data. Capture and enrich data from 
enterprise and third-party systems, websites and 
social media for a cross-institution solution that 
provides all the data you need to make accurate 
decisions. 

Empower users with our no-code, visual interface 
for workflow creation. Leverage models developed 
in many business analytics tools, such as R, Python, 
SAS, TensorFlow, Excel or any tool that supports 
PMML or MathML. Connect models to a decisioning 
process in minutes without recoding, ensuring your 
risk decisioning is always using the most up-to-date 
intelligence.

Automate risk approvals with digital decisioning. Use 
predictive models and machine learning capabilities 
to improve decisioning accuracy and deliver real-
time approvals, customized offers and personalized 
pricing.

Innovate faster with real-time data analytics and 
insights. Identify opportunities, test new data and 
deploy instant changes. 

https://www.provenir.com/possibilities/

